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NEW MEXICO LOBO

New York 'Peace Pent:agon' Has No ~levat:or
By RICHARD ANmONY
College Press Service
NEW YORK (CPS)-The elevators in the building at Five
Beekman Street in Lower Manhattan don't run all the way to
the top.
They stop at the ninth floor,
which is sufficient for the lawyers, architects, and other professional men who have offices there,
but not for the people who work
on the tenth floor and who must
climb a narrow flight of stairs to
get to work. The steps on the
staircase are rundown; the walls

beside them are grimy and :ftakey,
all of which is in sharP contrast
with the demure paneling and
sparkling mosaics that line the
interior of the elevators.
The contrast is appropriate because the stairs lead into the
Ney York's "Peace Pentagon," a
conglomeration of groups and
non-groups, organizations and
publications, peace professionals
and amateurs, all of them working one way or another to end the
war and all of them, without exception, poor.
EVERY office has its posters,
sometimes rising all the way up
the walls and spilling over onto
the ceiling• .A visitor can identify
some of the offices simply by looking at their posters.
PERSONALS
The Resistance, for example,
SPEND SOHMER FREE at a pilar ranchhas familier ones with legends
ero. Unimproved bot picturesque adobe
such as "Make love, not war,"
h<>tJSe, artistic setting, with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
"Support the troops, bring them
off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New Mexhome," and "Where have all the
MOUNTAIN HOME • .Tune 15-August 3d.
young men gone?" It also bas doSomewhat primitive. No rent in exit-yourself posters which includes
cbange eare pets while owners on vacation. P.O. 351, Granm, New Mexieo.
a clipping of Bobby Kennedy with
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
his band outstretched, Just beInclude stamped envelope. Idlewild Pubyond his band someone has pastlishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
ed in a photo of Eugene McCarthy's head. "Bouncy, bonney McFOR SALE
Carthy," Kennedy is saying and
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE. (lJNM area).
It's a world of its own! Rustic,. charm·
someone has given McCarthy the
ing, with patios and gardens,. you"n be
label "co-opter.''
captivated. Beautiful fireplace. diningroom. Mexican tile bathroom, perfect
The Catholic Peace Fellowship,
for a oouple! $14,000, call Bruoe Caird
right
next to the Resistance, has
265-8571 or evenings 247-30.18. CairoNorris Realty.
4x
some of the same posters but also
many that aren't found anywhere
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNJ\1. Compk!teJ.7 reconditioned. Move in and en ...
else
on the tenth floor-colorful
joy a fuJI summer of sVlimming and next
message posters by Sister Mary
winter you11 enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the ehann of the large
Coritea, a friend of the CPF,
rooms. Price only $13,900. CaD Ed Norris
and a large poster with the words
26.5-8571 and evenings 25G-6852.
"No more war. War never again,"
FOR SALE: 1958 Fiat 110, 4 dr. Sedan,
Good Mechanical Condjtion, F~nomi<".al.
a quote from Pope Pan.1.
$195.00 or make offer. CaD Prof. Cox at
THE RESISTANCE and CPF
277-1.939 or 298-7232.
5/1
offices
are the first ones a visitor
IT SPARKLES inside or ont; here's the
sees when entering by the main
best kept 3 bdrm. home, ta•tefullY carpeted, a fireplace and kitchi!Jl wjth
door. Beyond them are the offices
dishWMher, disposal, and large wvered
of
the War Resistors League, the
patio. If you're ill5t startinl'! out; this
lwmc is not far from UNM.. tennis
oldest of the tenth-floor group.
club and shopping. At $15,600, it's &
Since its founding in 1923, the
winner! can Sam Cooper. 265-8571,
5/1
e•·enings & weekends. 842-8202.
WRL has become a well-established pacifist organization with
1966 SUZUKI X-6, 250ee, 3000 mi. Runs
like new. $500. CaD 268-9402.
5/1
a more or less dependable middle
19M ALFA ROMERO, Snyder Conv.
class membership (which is now
1600.... so.ooo mi. $1!00. can 268-9402.
at 7,000, having gzowu substan5/1
tially
since the early days of
FOR RENT
American
involvement in Viet
SECLUDED HOUSE on farm in South
Nam). In keeping with its place
Valley,. lS min. from UNM. avai&lble to
sublet .Tune 10, 19GS tbru Ang. 31, l!IG9.
in the p e a c e establishment,
can 877-9341 or 277-2405.
W,RL's posters are more tradiNEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
tional
than those in the ResistSE. Deluxe Cum. unit..-twin or doable
ance office.
beds. $115-120 including utilities. 2423080.
Down a long corridor, past the
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
interior shaft that brings a few
a suit or Spanish armor. These one
hours of sunlight to the tenth
bedroom farnishod adobe apfl!l, are a
swinging way of life. can Sam Cooper,
floor's inner windows are the
2&5-8564 or ..., Mrs. Humble at above
other offices: the New York
addre!s week<!Dds. Caird-Norris RealtlT.
Workshop in Non-Violence; the
- 5/1
WRL's New York .Action Branch;
HELP WANTED
Liberation magazine, which is
WAN'fED: An attractive single girl to
cook eVeniug weekday m.U. Mon.-Fri.
edited by David Dellinger, who
RenumeratioM-m.U. and $1 per hour.
is
also a co-chairman of the OcIt interested call Carlo M•rreDi. 8421353.
tober 21 Pentagon march; and
WIN magazine, a bi-weekly that
SERVICES
has recently become the official
SWIMMING PARTIES-or juat ploJn
parties. Facilities include swimming,
organ of the WRL.
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ban ete. 7In addition, there are traces of
midnigbt, 10 to 500 )>el'ZOM. Li!e
Guards Provided. Thunderbird Swinlorganizations now defunct. Most
Gym. 247-9677.
notably, the Committee for NonHELP IN WRITING papers by -widely
Violent Action, which merged
lmowledgeable prof...,ional writa. In

WANT ADS

English, History, P!l)'cbology, Literature. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE. 2426837. 8-8:30 a.m., 10 :30·11 p.m.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experience toi
lltudento at Univ. North Carolina. Exeellent aocarac:y, Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35e per page-you :Carniah
paper. Paper furnished at une eent a
!beet. Preler you call Tne. or Tbms.
nighta. 242-9451.

BA MAJORS: Get valuable experience in
Direct selling while earning good Income. Start now. part time,. to maximi%e
Cull time summer Earnings. WeD lmown.
long ...tablished company, ..,bolar.!hip
benefifl!l. can 296-1982, 5 to 9 p.m. before April 30 Cor appointment or infor-

mation.

LOST&FOUND
$20 REWARD Cor return of too:1 !rom
behind Biology Bldg. on Monday. No
questions asked. Marten Fry. 1220 12th
St. NW. 242-1053,
5/i
MISCELLANEOUS
EL DIA GRANDB Saturday, Avril 27 at
Musemn of Albuquerque, Yak SE at
the Sunport. Used Book Sale (Text
Books, Best Sellers, Medical Classic,
11
Hand Book of Haman Anatomyu") and
Bake Sale.
4/26

FUN

FUN

FUN

TIUIDB!BlRD SWIM-GTM
2023 COLUMBIA SE

Swimming -Tennis
Diving - Gymnastics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties

247-9677

·with the WRL last fall. In the
office once occupied by the CNV.A
are large, round signs made of
wood and attached to long staffs
which bear the legend "Walk for
peace - San Francisco to Moscow!' Above one of them is a
large map of the United States
with the walk route across the
country carefully marked on it.
THE WRL· is clearly the central organization at Five Beekman. It has been there the longest. It lends its space to less established groups like the Resistance rent-free. Its officers are active in several of the other organizations at Five Beekman. For
example, until his death last year,
A. J. Mustie, the well-known pacifist, was chairman of the editorial board of Liberation magazine in addition to being head of
the WRL.
There are obvious advantages
to all of the organizations at Five
Beekman to being there together.
Besides participating in each other's activities, they can share
equipment, exchange contacts,
and discuss strategies with each
other. More important, having a
variety of peace groups together
in one place gives those who work
there a sense of community that
is really important for them.
.Although the groups are subjected to little harrassrnent, aside
from hate mail and an occassional visit from an FBI agent, there
is one threat that is constantly
present for many of the young
peace workers - the threat of
prison.
ED FffiLDS, a former Cornell
student who has been with the
Resistance since early last fall,
says the fact that most of them
expect to go to prison sooner or
later has created problems for
some of the Resistance staff. He
says that the girl friends of some
staff members have broken up
with theni on the issue of prison.
But he says that the presence
of men who have served prison
terms and who can offer advice on
how to deal with the problems
that prison creates has been a
great help to the younger peace
workers. He adds that in order to
make this advice on a much
broader scale, the WRL has prepared a tape recording of a discussion about prison life by four
men who have been in. The next
issue of WIN will be devoted
largely to articles by former prisoners.
If prison is one problem for
the groups at Five Beekman, another is the political situation in
the countcy now and prospect of
peace negotiations between the
United States and North Viet
Nam. It isu't difficult to hear evidence of recent successes by one
or more of the groups.
The Resistance, for example,
had a demonstration of 500 people April 15 when the Rev. Paul
E. Gibbons, chaplain at Cornell
University, refused at the White-

hall Induction Center in Manhattan. The demonstration was given
wide press coverage.
TOM CORNELL of the Catholic Peace Fellowship recently
helned to organize a protest ad
by- Catholic writers against the
subsidizing of South Vietnamese
militia units by Catholic Relief
Services, a huge Catholic welfare
organization which has since decided to end the project.
Nevertheless, the changed political situation has had its impact. "McCarthy is definitely
having an effect, particularly on
the money," says Maris Cakars,
head of the WRL's tax resistance
project. According to Cakars, the
group that has been the most
heavily hit so far is the Fifth
.Avenue Peace Parade Committee,
an amorphous coalition of New
York peace organizations that is
sponsoring another mass peace
parade April 27.
The Resistance is somewhere
between the ad hoc groups and
the WRL in its orientation, which
organized around the two issues
of Viet Narn and the draft. Chris
Robinson, a former actor who
now does a good deal of draft
counseling for the Resistance,
believes that the issue of the
draft will be a live one for some
time to come, even if there is
peace in Viet Narn. "The next
outbreak could come in Bolivia
or somewhere else and they'll
need troops there," he said.
.ACCORDING
TO
Fields,
though, the Resistance will run
into difficulty if it attempts to
move on to new issues, such as
the urban crisis. "Many people
in the Resistance feel that we
shouldn't take stands on anything except the draft," Fields

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER!!

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'SlO
BEST FILMS!"
c,..ahn. Timu • Gelmls, HtWSCir
Wott, Cu• • Wins.t~n. Post.
Mo,.enstHn, Newsweek
Alpert & Knight, SalurdJJ Rewiaw

explained. "We debated taking
other stands but we've decided
against it.''
For the time being, therefore,
the Resistance will stick with its
previous activities of organizing
support demonstrations for men
who refuse induction, leafleting
induction centers, and counseling
daft-age men. No date has been
set for another major draft card
turn-in although the new date
may be set at a national Resistance conference which will be
held in Chicago April 30-May 2.

C. I<:. Jordan, Mgr. (Apt. I)

242-3080
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By ALLEN BUCHAN.AN
Saul Alinsky, speaking last
night to a large audience in the
UNM Concert Hall, said one of
the biggest problems the United
States faces today is the lack of
an organized Negro force, black

~.50
COMPLETE
OUTFIT
Includes, shirt
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,
Handkerchief,
Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and

$10.00
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247 47
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7:30
9:25
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~NE OF THE biggest problems facing tlle United States today
~aid Saul Alinsky in the Concert Hall last night, is the lack of organ~
JZ~ Negr~ forces. Alinsky was introduced as a man who deliberately
tr1es to agitate an~ confuse the power structure. He stressed the impo~nce or orgamzation for the American Negro. He said even if
whites w~nted to meet with ghetto leaders, there would. be no leaders
to meet w1th. (Photo by Pawley)

Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

By GRANT HARVEY
Residence Halls Council endorsed Jim Dines as president, Ron
Curcy as vice president, and
twelve senatorial candidates for
the forthcoming Associated Students elections in a meeting last
night.
Dines said he favored the incorporation into student government of a student rights committee and he said he would also like
to see improvements in Student

~

30

New Mexico Governor David F.
Cargo is on the UNM campus today and will speak on the Mall at
3: 30 this afternoon.
Cargo addressed two journalism classes this morning.
The Republican is a candidate
for re-election next year. His ap•
pearance this afternoon was arranged by the UNM Student Lobby, which has scheduled speeches
this month by four other gubernatorial candidates.
Eorrner Lieutenant Governor
Fabian Chavez, a Democrat, will
speak here May 2. Calvin Horn,
an Albuquerque businessman and
a Democratic candidate, is scheduled for May 9.

Bill Coleman, candidate for
president of the Associated Students, will speak on the specifics
of his platform and answer questions from students on the Mall
today at 1 :30.

Poll Workers
'EM Student Senate Elections
Committee needs poll workers
for the May 8 Associated Students electione. Interested students should contact Barney Paternoster in the Union Activities

•xt· 4,06.

Alinsky, introduced as a man
who deliberately tries to agitate
and confuse the power structure
continua]]y stressed the impor~
ance of organization for American Negroes.
"IF IT EVER came to the point
where whites admitted they have
been wrong," he said, "and they
asked to meet with representatives of the ghetto communities
• . . there would be no repr<>r
sentatives.''
' ,/
Alinsky termed "power" as
"extremely basic to a democratic
system.'' He said that if Negroes
want to deal with the white society, they must get power, and to
get power, they must organize.
Speaking directly of the fear a
white society has of even the term
black power, he said "whites
have made 'black' a synonym for
everything that is negative and
evil. But everything good is naturally white . . . the angels are
white, and the devils are black."
THE MAJORITY of Americans
were accused of not having a true
understanding of the race problem today. Alinsky related this
lack o:f understanding to the mass
media. "It's the greatest :fo~
subversion," he said. "The mass
media and Madison Avenue have
made 'conflict' and 'controversy'
bad words • , • we have become
a sanitized and thoroughly deodorized culture . . . we just don't
want to offend anyone.''
"But," he went on, "in a truely
free and creative society, controversy is one of the prime virtues.''
(Continued on Page 2)

titution states that presidential
candidates must have completed
75 hours here.
FOUR other candidates-Jim
Dines, Steve Hogan, Gene Melady, and Coleman Travelsteadhave been declared eligible to run
for the chief executive's office in
the May 5 elections.
Ron Curry, the only announced
candidate, was approved to run
for the ASUNM vice-presidency.
Thirty-two students will
for Senate. They include Joe
Alarid, Patsy Benton, Pat Boatwright, Terry Calvani, Ed Gazzola, Leonard de Layo, Stephanie
Eyres, Donna Fossum Gregory
Hennig, Thomas Hogg, Phil Ingram, and Claudia Jackson.
OTHER Senate candidates are
Teri Johnson, Marty Klein, Steve
Ludlow, Robert Matthews, Robert Milne, Mia Rey Mirabal,
Tony Olrni, Martin Palmer, Lee
Pittard, Paul Sauser, Charles
Serns, Rene Silleroy, Louis
Storm, Torn Tabet, Steve van
Dresser, Nick Watrin, Valerie
Whiting, Glenn Williams, Linda
Wilson, and Charles Wood.
All candidates are invited to Gentle Friday
meet with current student govToday is Gentle Friday. Lunchernment officials at 7 p.m. Sun- time on the maU will be highday in the Activitie'S Center.
lighted by expressions of love and
Any students interested in peace. Students and professors
working at the polls on election are urged to come to eat lunch,
day are asked to contact Sen. draw pictures on the sidewalks,
Suzanne Ralls at 243-6113 or Sen, and play with balloons and \~.
Barney Paternoster at 277-2482.
Do your thing.

Court, including Jaw-school advisThe three student body presiors for students involved in civil dent candidates, Dines, Coleman
eases.
Travelstead, and Bill Coleman
DINES stressed the import- were each allowed to give a five
ance of an efficient Student Lobby minute statement as was Curry,
and suggested a program of high- the only student running for vice
school recruitment in the southern president. AU senatorial candipart of the state for prospective dates were given four minutes to
UNM students.
make statements.
Curcy said he felt student govBILL COLEMAN, who also
ernment has done a good job this
gave a statement, was declared inyear and pledged to continue and eligible as a candidate for presisupport expansion of such prodent by Dean Lavender yesterday
grams as the lobby.
because he has not completed 75
hours at UNM.
Twenty-six of the 32 senatorial
candidates were present to speak
before the Residence Halls Council
who received the speakers one at
a time while the others waited
outside the meeting room. The
list of candidates had not been reA total of 75 UNM students, leased by 12:30 this morning.
faculty members, administrators,
and civic leaders from all over the
state will converge this evening
on UNM's D. H. Lawrence ranch
near Taos for a two-day conference on "The University and the
State.''
THE CONCLAVE is planned
as a series of no-holds-barred
group-discussion sessions and
panels where students and civic
leaders will be able informally to
talk over the things each doesn't
understand about the other.
"We don't expect anybody to
come away with any solid answers
about the problems of relating
~he University to the 'State,"
says Associate Union Director
Kirby Krbec, chairman of the program committee for the conference. "But hopefully aU will come
away with an appreciation of the
hopes and fears of all the other
groups represented."
THE IDEA FOR the conference
was born in a discussion between
Krbec, Honors Program Director
Dudley Wynn, and Rev. Richard
Elliott of Luther House following
the Stokley Carmichael controversy earlier this year,
"If this conference brings just
RESIDENCE HALLS Council last night ena little understanding of the dorsed Jim Dines for the ASUNM presidency.
groups' :mutual problems, it will They also endorsed Ron Curry for vice president,
be successful," says Krbec. "And and twelve senatorial candidates for the upcoming
if it seems to do that, we plan elections. Twenty-six of the 32 senatorials can•
eventually to have six or seven didates attended the meeting to present four min·
of them a year.''
ute talks to the cou~teil. Coleman Travelstead,

;~~~Speak U. State Meeting
0~Campus Today To Open Tonight
;;

Center,

-

Bill Coleman, one of five declared candidates for president
of the Associated Students of
UNM, was declared ineligible to
run by Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender yesterday.
Coleman, a first-year graduate
student, has completed only three
hours at UNM and is currently
carrying six. The ASUNM cons-

RI-IC Taps Dines for Presidency

Candidates to Speak

NEW MEXICO LOBO

power.
"We whites fear black power"
he said, "and it doesn't exist. B~t
unless the black communities organize! they will have no representatiOn and no voice with the
rest of this society.''

Bill Coleman Declared
Ineligible for Office
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Is Greatest Negro Problem
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Absolutely choice location. One
block to campus, two blocks to
new Olympic Pool site. Deluxe
furnished one bedroom units,
super soundproofed, wall to wall
carpeting. Air conditioned, sundeck, barbecue, laundry, large
study desks, twin or double beds.
$ll5-$120 including utilities.
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above left, Bill Coleman, middle, and Jim Dines,
right, were the three presidential hopefuls who
attended the meeting. They each presented five
minute talks. Bill Coleman was yesterday declar·
ed inteligable to run by Dean Lavender. (Photo by
Pawley)
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L More Students Lack of Black
Declare Candidacy
State Chairman of College Republicans Mia Rey Mirabal yesterday announced that she will
run for Student Senate. Miss Mirabal is a member of the College
Republican National Committee,
UNM's International Club, and
thee Phi Zeta chapter of Beta Sigrt1h Phi. She is also a past president of Young Republicans. The
text of her statement reads:
As a student
at UNM and as
a leader of College Republicans
at various levels,
I have seen the
need for student
participation in
student organizations as well
as the need for
these organizaMia Rey
tions to provide
Mirabal
pt·ograms a n d
activities which
serve the needs and desires of all
the students.
'"''.
As a Student Senator, I would
work to make student government
a students' government by endeavoring to discover the true interests of the majority of the students and working to serve these
interests. I would work to implement those programs and activities which have proven successful
in the past and to suggest new
programs, activities, and services
which would. be of use to the students.
I pledge the best of my previous experience, my ability, my
ideas, and good hard work to the
benefit of all the students in order
that I may be, not a "student senator," but a students' senator.

..Cadets Get Spots
In 51 Oth Squadron
New Mexico cadets have been·
chosen for five staff positions and
three flight commands in the
510th Air Force ROTC Cadet
Squadron at UNM.
Now holding staff positions
are Larry E. Munyon, deputy
squadron commander; Scott M.
Dye, operations officer; Darrell
C. Hayes, personnel officer; Stanley R. Gore, education and training officer; and Lawrence M.
. Evans, information 'Services officer.
The three chosen for flight commands are Thomas J. Scanlan
A Flight; Larry E. Bast, B
·~ght; and Glenn R. Greaver, C
Flight.
SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES

Alumni Memorial
Chapel, 1~:00 a.m.
Sponsored by the
Lutheran Association
of America

***Serns
Charles
Charles Serns announced his
candidacy for Student Senate
yeste1·day. Serns has served on
the Speakers Committee, as a
Senate assistant, and as sergeantat-arms of the Senate. His statement follows:
In seeking election to the Student Senate, I will pursue several
objectives. If elected, I will advocate a stronger
and more sincere
·--~.---...r. tie between the
student and his
government.
This can only be
done when issues
arising b e f o r e
: the Senate are
i relevant to the
student's needs.
When Senate
discusses issues
relevant to a
larger segment
Charles Serna of t h e student
body, I feel that
a greater campus unity will be
obtained.
An important factor to be continually considered is keeping all
students informed, giving all sides
to any given question. I feel that
the draft, drug usage on the campus, and expenditure of student
funds are all areas of which the
student should be kept aware.
This awareness can be made only
when there is cooperation between
all elements of the campus.
If elected, I will firmly uphold
the freedom of expression for all
on this campus. I will fight all
who oppose such freedom and I
will strive to see to it that both
pro and con aspects of any issue
get fair hearing.
From past experience in governmental positions, I feel that I
can contribute to a successful and
effective Senate. I will pledge all
my efforts to a better student government and a better University.

Tonight

UNM Orchestra
To Give Concert
A free public concert at 8:15
p.m. in the Recital Hall tonight
will be presented by the UNM
Chamber Orchestra. Students are
invited.
"Music owes almost as much
to Bach as Christianity owe'S to
its :founder," said Robert Schumann. Bach's "Concerto for Harpsichord and String Orchestra in
D minor" will be included in tonight's program, with Walter
Keller as soloist.
This is the first Albuquerque
concert of the 11-member group,
conducted by Kurt Frederick.
Also on tonight's program will
be "Variations on a Theme by
Tchaikovsky" by Arensky, and
"Cello Concerto . in D Major" by
Giuseppe Tartini, with Joanna de
Keyser as cello soloist.

Candidates Meet
Pre"Sent student government officials will meet with all interested candidates in the Associated
Students elections at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Union Activities Center.

(Continued from page 1)
Alinsky sought to explain why
violence is now so prevalent within the Negro movement. He said
a certain amount of violence will
always accompany change, "and
these are times of great change."
LISTING THE "rules of revolution" from a novel he is pre~
paring for publication, he explained that "change means movement;
movement means friction; friction
means heat; and heat means controversy."
Though Alinsky insisted that he
does not support the use of vio-

Grants Available
To Study Abroad
Applications for United States
government and foreign graduate
grants for academic study or research abroad and for professional training in the creative and
performing arts are available at
the UNM International Services
Office.
The deadline for filing applications is September 30.
PRESENTED by the Institute
of International Education, the
scholarships are provided under
the Fulbright-Hays Act as part
of the educational and cultural
exchange program of the U.S.
Department of State, and for
grants provided by various foreign governments, universities and
private donors.
Candidates who wish to apply
for an award must be U.S. citizens at the time of application,
have a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent before the beginning
date of the grant and, in most
cases, be proficient in the language of the host country.
COUNTRIES participating in
the full-grant program are Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, Chile, Republic of
China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, El Salvador, Finland, France and Germany.
OTHER countries are Greece,
Guatemala, Honduras, Iceland, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica,
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico,
the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, the Philippines, Sweden, Thailand, Trinidad, Turkey, the United Kingdom, Uruguay and Venezuela.
A limited number of travel
grants is available to supplement
maintenance and tuition scholarships granted to American students by foreign governments,
universities and private donors.
These are to Austria, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and
Yugoslavia.

lence, at the same time he attacked the lack of reasoning often produced by fear of violence. "We
whites should be so upset about
recent black violence, when for
two centuries we have been guilty
of the worst kind of violenceday by day, hour by hour, against
the American Negro.''
He cited as example an essay
contest held in Ohio during the
last stages of the World War II.
The assigned theme was to think
of the worst thing that could be
done to Hitler. Alinsky said a
young Negro girl wrote:: "Dress
him in a black skin and put him
in the United States.''
SPEAKING often in a bitter
and sarcastic tone, Alinsky again
and again made attacks on the
"white society". "Whities are segregationists," he said, "because if
they weren't, we simply wouldn't
have segregation.''
And again: "We whites have
done an extraordinary job of
brainwashing the blacks into
thinking they are inferior . • ,
and an equally good job of brainwashing ourselves into thinking
we're superior."
HE SAID THE call of black
power to "think black" is merely
an attempt by Negroes to do away
with this brainwashing.
But the white radicals, actively
supporting civil rights and often
at the same time demanding the
use of violence, were not spared
any criticism. Of them Alinsky
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said, "We are dealing with the
world as it is and the .world as
we would like it to be • .In. order to
make changes you must l;legin.with
and build upon the world as it is
. . . but not burn it, doWJl, a11 so
many white radicals and activists
would have it.''
·
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I Ching or Book of Changes.
Wilhelm/Baynes
$6.00
Trout Fishing In America.
Brautigan
$1.95
Revolution in the Revolution.
Debray
.95
Marijuana Papers.
Solomon
$1.50
Egyptian Book of the
Dead.
$3.50
Back Country.
Gory Snyder
$1.25
Evergreen Reviews.
Nos. 52 & 53 & 54
$1.00
How To Stay Out of the Army.
Lynn
$1.25
Autobiography of
Malcolm X.
.95
120 Yale S.E.

Entry blanks for the Fiesta
Rodeo may be obtained on the
second floor of the Union between
3:30 and 4:30 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and 1:30 and
2:30 on Tuesday and Thursday.
All entries must be in by May
15. Entries must be on a cash
basis. More information is available from George Brantley or
Norman Ely at the Sigma Chi
fraternity house, phone 242-0009.
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.
dent Hubert HAFTb VJce-PresJadoption of th ;n:P reyd Ifavors
e · a1r an mpar-

tial Random (FAIR) system proposed by P~esident Johnson last
year but reJected by Congress. It
~auld include a lottery and draftmg of the youngest first
New York Senator Robert Ken
d
ne y wants a study of various
prop~sals for a random system,
draftJ~g the . youn"!est first, and
experimentation With a system
of alternative. s~rvice. He also
calls for rescmdmg a provision
of the 1967 Selective Service Act
which contradicted an earlier SuP.reme C?ur~ decision on conscient10us obJection. The new law requires. that a conscientious objector show that he is opposed t
becKause do£ h!ds
mmg. enne Y sat a change
would "protect people whose conscientious objection is not based
on traditional religious grounds "
·
MINNESOTA Senator Eugene
McCarthy favors elimination of
deferments, permitting concientious objection to particular wars
l!ermitting .conscientious objec~
t10n "on rat10nal as well as reli-

gious grounds," and allowing a
person appealing a classification
to have personal appearances at
all levels, instead of just "the local board as at present. McCarthy also opposed the present
system of autonomous local
boards and Selective Service Director Lewis Heroshey's memorandum of October, 1967, which recommended that anti-draft and
anti-war protesters be reclassified and inducted as soon as possible.
All four candidates favor lowering the voting age to 18 and
say youth is important in dealing with A-merican problems.
ONLY KENNEDY offers major proposals for changes in the
present federal assistance to
higher education. He favors:
• Loan programs that make
money available directly to students, rather than through colleges and universities.
• Exploration of new means
for repayment of student loans
such as assessing a percentage of

HUMPHREY SAYS higher-education programs must be relat..
ed to such programs as Head
Start and Upward Bound in order to make education available
to all.
' McCarthy says he favors aid
to education at all levels and giving "every cllild a good, sound
basic education and every adult

***

***

***

***

r~e~~~lea~~· :;~:~ne~~~~t;nNs~ t::~s.

religion~

income over a number of years.
• Forgiving loans for young
people who enter ·careers "with
greater social benefit.'' Such forgiveness is available to teachers
in many present federal loan programs.
• Expansion of the work-study
program and upgrading the kinds
of work student do in connection
with the program.
• Federal encouragement of
programs in which students might
spend three months in school and
three months on the job.
• Greater federal support for
construction and improvement of
facilitie'S.

a skilled trade or an advanced degree.''
Nixon submitted no statement
on higher education.

.
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'V ~ever c completely closOO. Dut tt mUst
hard. ro d c spanned .• For th«; bridge acro~s tJ.le

.lng the challcngre to our soeic.ty

'I

ne«l their help on the high

for freedom. for progress. • for .socf!tt g~ncrations Js ~.en~ml to the natlon m
justice here at home and thro h t t e present and Jt IS the bridge to our
the world ,
ug au ownthfuture-and thUs in a central 8en8e,
•
to
c very meaning of our own liv(!fll.
Every generation has its central con..
cern, whether to end war, erase racial
injmtice, or :improve the- condition of
Ute working man. Today's young peo ..
pic appear to have chosen for their con·

looking to

scholat'8 and students -ror
ad vic~ and counsel more than ever beCore ~n order to have a better understandmg of the problems of poverty
urb~n change. the complexities of our
economic system. and also for hil!torical
judgment with referen~c to Viet Nam
and beyond. It is important that young
vcop]c be involved because we are rea]Jy
making a projection or America into
the future and the young people have
1ts

America today. Diplomacy,. 85 usual. i8
not enough for the world today.. We need
new leadership. We need new ideaa_,
leadership and ideas that come from
your generation. America needs the vi·
sian. the dissent, the constructive action
that this generation can promise for it
in .the years ahead..
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cern the dignity of the individual hu· a !lTeatEr stake in that future.

mnn being.. They demand a limitation
upon excessive power. They demand n
political system that preserve! the sense
of community among men.. They de!'-

Higher
Educatlcn

The 1968 campaign, I anticipate, will
be one in which the youth or Ameriea
should and wi11 have more influence
than in any campaign in the history of

mand a government that speaks di· the U.S.
rectly and honestly to ito! citizeno. W c
can win their commitment only by demonstrating that these goals are pos•ible
through personal effort.
Ability, not privilege, must determine F~vo,ro CXPB.Ill!ion and improvement of !fd" ~0 ~ b~~n at i'fv)'a~ of federal No statement provided.

the amount of cdueation young -people
r(!Ceive .•• Must recognize that opportunity for higher education I• dependent on .uch programs as Head SU.rt,
Follow Through, and Upward Bound,

E".Xl8bng government loan programs.
uca ton a a
eve •
making more money on easier terms Fa~ors giving every chi1d a good. s~und

to college--age students

the institution the student chooses.
on 'SCI I es c.• an
emenwr.ry an
Favors exploration of new means of re- Secondary Education Act.
payment-perhaps a.sBE58ing a small.
fixed percentage of income over a number of years Instead of impoeill8' an a'b-

available to both undergraduates and baa~ 1 education and every adult either
~radunte students.
a s led trade or an ~vanced degr~,
Favors loan programs that make money Voted for Colleg;:e Housmg ~ct, Nattonal
and cannot rest solely upon financial aid available largely without reference to Ptefe~e -~~uca!\or AeJ, E~mhe~- EducadA person• 8 college education beginB ·at birth and we
mll!it strive tor an educational eystem
which yecognb:es ability and encourages

motlvation fxom early childhood.
.-

Favors encouraging young people to

enter careers with greater social bene--

fit by permitting Joan forgiveness when
a student enters auch a career.
Favors expansion of the work..,tudy program but also upgrading the kinds of
jobs that student... hold. The government
should help colleges enlarge supply o£
professional jobs that students hold. The
government should belp colleges to make
them more worthwhile to student... and
to avoid displacing less-skilled worker&.
Favors federal encouragement for creation of co-operative education pro·
grams whereby student>~ might spend
thre<! months in school and three months
on the job.
Favors greatly increasing federal sup-
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U-Cue Billiards
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Half Price
10:00 a.m.· to 1:00 a.m, 3005 Central N.E.

port for the construction and modernizing or educational facilities.

Poetry Reading

255-5381

Two local poets will read their
original works at a reading tonight at 8 in Room 101, Mitchel
Hall.
The poets are Wan-en Wagar,
assistant professor in the UNM
history department, and John
Gardner, Sandia Corporation librarian and vice president for Old
Town Studio.
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Candidates Give Views on 4 Major Issues
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Four Presidential Hopefuls Discuss Youth's 1ssues-
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State of Affairs
The Candidates and
The Issues

Washington-Both Sen. Eugene McCarthy and Sen. Robert F. Kennedy at one time had d;:ml1ts about challenging Lyndon John..<;On for the
Democratic presidential nomination because the Pr,;;;dclrnt was in a
position to eliminat~ the peace issue whenever l::.e saw fit..
!'"'ftfter McCarthy took the plunge, however, :!:.e g:rad:mlly discovered
there was plenty to talk about besides ViEt Nam. H€ a1so found much
of the opposition to Johnson was pe:rscnal and iL:iependent of the war
policy.
After McCarthy's success in the NEw HampEhire primary, it was
obvious that a peace move on the pa:r:t c:! ze P:re:O:~er.t would no longer
make it impossible for other Dem~:J"a:s t:J ~~...aln a campaign against
him for the nomination. So two t'l:ly;;s !'".:a~en: Kennedy came in
and Johnson went out.
-*

There seems little doubt &..at e>en bei'cre New Hampshire the President was thinking of retirir.g, tut aJso there is little doubt that }fcCarthy and Kennedy would stm be in the race today even if Johnson's
bombing cutback had not b€en accompanied by his retirement statement. By the time the President made his historic announcement, his
rivals had already begun to broaden the scope of their challenge well
beyond just the war issue, and in recent days this tendency has become
still more marked.
Some historians will surely surmise that .Tohnson would have bad a
clear field for re-nomination if he had made his peace move before
McCarthy took the plunge against him. Also, it is quite possible that,
· l>efore New Hampshire, McCarthy might have withdrawn if the
President had defused the war issue.

* * *

All that is water over the dam now. McCarthy is, in fact, beginning
to question the seriousness of the Johnson peace bid. He notes the
quibbling over a negotiating site, the continued bombing of North Viet
Nam on a heavy scale, and the launching of the biggest U.S. ground
offensives of the year.
Aside from the war, however, both he and Kennedy have been pressing against other exposed nerves. The death of Dr. Martin Luther
King, for instance, has focused fresh attention on the President's
coolness to the recommendations of his own Commission on Civil Disorders, and his earlier brush-off of similar proposals after last year's
riota.

* • *

McCarthy seems to have hit political paydirt with his pledge (if
elected) to put a tight rein on the "CIA, FBI, and the draft boards
under General Hershey." The cheers of this generated indicates how
the country has changed since 1960. After John F. Kennedy's election,
his first major appointments were the renaming of J. Edgar Hoover as
~ector of the FBI and Allen Dulles as head of the CIA. He came to
regret this, and following the CIA's Bay of Pigs disaster he removed
Dulles.
Robert Kennedy is no more enchanted with the ]'BI and CIA than
McCarthy is. He is one of the few attorneys general who has not
quailed before Hoover. If he becomes President it is not likely he would
entrust civil rights investigations to a director who referred to Dr.
Martin Luther King as "the most notorious liar in the country." The
Bay of Pigs disillusioned Sen. Kennedy with the CIA as much as it
did his older brother, so it, too, is in for closer control if either the
Minnesotan or New Yorker is elected.

* * *

Actually, in a quiet way, the CIA has already been considerably
tamed. In a forthcoming book on "People and Power in Political Washington," Stewart Alsop gives an inside account of how the spy organization has lost some of its old derring-do.
His absorbing report concludes that the clique of "bold Easterners"
who planned and executed so many of the agency's most melodramatic
operations has gradually been displaced by less adventurous spirits. He
rather regretfully calls it the "triumph of the prudent professionals."
~how, the CIA has not overthrown any foreign governments for
some time now. So far as we know, that is.

TOOA'/
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DAY TO
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WA1J::R!

Uy KAYEl\U\A M'l'KAS.;\
mn~k stud••nt;J ''\\ wth blm~k
uml Pl'~'\h,mimmtly whit\• NIU\·
l\\lSt's nr..• gt•ttl.lm th~ms<•h'i."S to·
~"t·th<·~· um\i."l.' tll<~ bnnnN'S of
l•hwk lWWi."l'-{\nd nntionnlism. By
d,>in~ this, th<~ blnl'k students are
e~:>nf\'i.>ntiug the universities with
n t\l'W !>Oilinl and political entity.
Thl' present upsurge of blackstud.l'nt activism, now in its secllnd yem·, is termed by George
'Vare, campus coordinator for
SNCC, the second phase of student movement. The first phase,
during the early 1960s, saw students from southern black col·
leges laun~h the non-violent civilrights movement.

* * •

By CLAYTO~ FRITCHEY

* *

Black Students Seek a Role

T W5NT'

Ye;reRDAY!

This was the period of sit-ins,
freedom rides, and hundreds of
local prot~st marches capped by
the massive march on Washington
ar.d finally the Mississippi Summer. Then there was a silence,
followed by the announcement of
the death of the civil-rights movement.
But black power bad been incubating in Mississippi and in the
thoughts of black militants across
the country. Its birth was greeted
with anguished surprise by white
liberals who were told and they,
too, were racists and their leadership of the freedom movement
was no longer acceptable.

* .. *

Under white leadership, commented William Strickland, a
young black writer, "The civilrights movement aimed at improving the conditions of slavery
but was not directed toward eliminating slavery itself." It became necessary, he continued,
"for black people to see that the
economic and political system of
America is racist and that the
essential question was not morality but power.''
The awakening of this new
"black consciousness" became
significant in 1966 with the emergence of Afro-American groups
on many white campuses.
Robert Johnson, head of a
black-student group at the Uni-

V~l.'sity of Indiana, explained the

new upsurge this way: "Urban
the dismal failure of integration as a social, political,
and economic process, all have
served to intensify the spirit of
self-determination that pervades
the entire black community, of
which black studenta are a part."
l'e hellion,

*

* * *

The students' response has
been to promote a kind of communal black nationalism. "What
we are trying to do is to convince
the brothers who are not already

LETrERS
Dignity?
Dear Editor:
I never cease to be startled by
wretched displays of vicious
jocularity. Therefore, I commend
the dignity of those who, in the
Student Union, applauded the
news of the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King.
Eric J. Berryman

What Can I Do?
Dear Editor:
The Poor People's March on
Washington will be coming
through Albuquerque on May
10 and 11. Here is the answer to
the cry "What Can I Do?" that
miHions of people voiced after
King's murder, Are yon for real?
Or are you a £air-weather dogooder? Or a one-day humanitarian?
If you're for real, drum up aU
the support you can. Write to
the papers, talk to everyone.
Spread the word and most important, march in this last massive non-violent attempt at reform and progress. It's really
not so much to assure that all

* *

Traditionally, black college students lmve adopted a bourgeois
outlook, and have often sought to
escape from the black community
by assimilation into the white society. This provoked much mistrust, professional and intellectual, of the black student on the
part of "the cat on the block.''
It also caused a crisis for the
black student who was slowly
awakening to the fact, in Strickland's words, that he would not
always be a student, but he
would always be black.
This identity crisis was particularly acute for black students at
Ivy League schools. In the first
issue of the journal of the Students' Afro-American Society at
Columbia
University,
Hilton
Clark, then president of the blackstudent group, accused Ivy Leaguers of seeking to escape their
blackness by becoming "white Negroes" and ignoring the plight of
the black masses.
The Ivy Leaguers' Afro groups
were grappling with a problem
which worried black students
everywhere. The students questioned the relevance of a typical
college education to the growing black-liberation struggle.
Most of the black student activists
adopted the position that higher
education in the U.S. served to
reinforce the status quo by encouraging "selfish individualism"
and promoting the "white line"
of the assumed superiority of
Western cultural and ethical values.

To THE
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nationalists that this is the correct goal," said James Carroll,
chairman of the Black Allied
Students Association at New York
University. "We are trying to
unite as a collective force rather
than as a mass of individuals.''
Courses on black history, culture, literature, and art are proposed by student militants as antidotes to the Euro-centric bias of
the average university. The Black
Students' Union at San Francisco
State College, for example, operates courses totaling 54 units of
credit.
On campuses where black students are in a majority, changes
in the organizational structure of
the schools as weU as curriculum
modification are widely discussed.
For example, at Howard University in Washington, D.C., many
of the student groups have established projects in nearby black
communities. These projects include tutorial programs, liberation schools, and community organizing. In part, these projects
represent a new effort to create
a black unity, currently an important theme within the liberation movement.

* * *

Still there are campuses where
black students remain unorganized, those token blacks absorbed into a white mass; in doing so
they have become meaningless
showpieces for a consciencesoothed white society. It is on
such campuses where one still
finds formal or informal alliance
with white students. This gets
to the sad end where black students are moved away from nn~
tionalism and pride among themselves toward a romantic view of
revolution with whites.
But the "wind of change" wiU
reach these campuses and it wUl
not be long before black students
will begin to organize everywhere. In doing this they wi11 be
transforming themselves into
"black people" in the sense that
Stokley Carmichael meant when
he said "Every Negro is a potential black man.''

EDITOR

Americans are treated as such,
is it?
The massive climax is scheduled for Washington, D.C., May 30
to June 2. Hopefully about one
million people will be there. The
poor will be living in their cardboard, tarpaper, metal sheet
houses around the White House
for all the world to see how more
than 20 per cent of Americans
Hal That shouldn't even be asked, but it is. What do YOU want
in life, my friend? Yes . . • fine
. . . OK . . . thank you. That's
are living today.
What do these people want?
just about what the other people
want too. Satisfied? Now look at
their lives. What they inherit
generation after generation. See
what it docs to the body, to the
mind. How long could you bear
it?
'!'his is rea1ly it. The last
chance for this nation to affirm
what it stands for (in theory, in
history books, in the press, and
for some privileged few). The
last chance for these American
people to show that they really
care, that they really want to do

something. March for freedom,
equality, and justice. March for
the goal of the poor-bread,
clothing, and shelter. March for
democracy.
Bill Coleman

Colling U
Information Provided by Union
Calendar Office
FRIDA'Y
College of Education Seminar, Union
250 C.D, 8 a.m.
Phi Beta Lambda, New Mexico Union,
8 a.m.
Phi Sigma Tau, Union 253, 8 a.m.
Lobo
Christian
Fcllowohip-F'aculty,
Union 231 C, 12 :15 p.m.
Latin-American Deak, Union 281 A-B,
12:30 p.m.
UNM Baseball: Arizona State UniversitY, UNM Diamond, 3 p.m.
Lao Campanllll, Union 231 A·C, 6 p.m.
Phi Sigma Tau, Union Desert Room,
6:30p.m.
Friday Cinematheque: "Belle o! the
Ninttca" & 41 Ncvcr Give a Sucker an Even
llrt!ak,"• Union Theam, 7. 10 p.m.
Baha'I. Union 231 E, 8 p,m.
Graduate Ueeltal: Lynn Looml•, voice,
11
1 inil:! Arts R~cital HalJ, 8 !15 lMD.
SATURDAY
Phi Beta Lambda, New Mexico Union,
8 n.m.
Las Campllnllll, Union 231 A-E, 8 a.m.
J•hi Sigma Tau, Union 2[;3, 8 a.m.
UNM Tennis: UTEP, UNM courts, 9

a.m.
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Vietnamese Tired of War,
Question Future of Country
By STEVE D'ARAZIEN
College Press Service
SAIGON-In Vinh Long a little old man was leaning against
his door frame, staring bl!>.ckly at
the remains of his neighbors'
houses.
He was the picture of senility
as he muttered on and on, repeating a phrase over and over again.
He was cursing General Ky.
The business center of town
was heavily damaged, especially
the central market. Spread out
among the debris were the riches
of the delta; rice, fish, bananas,
papiyas, mango s, breadfruits,
grapefruits, coconuts, melons, tomatos, potatos, maize, white and
green cabbage, onions, lettuce,
coffee, tea, and tubers.
THOUGH ALL around us was
rubble, the market contained by
the walls of the fallen buildings
was as busy as ever. The conical
straw hats of the squatting peasants bobbed up and down as they
barbained for a good price for the
day's supplies. The buyers and
sellers were tightly packed and it
took some care to wander through
the market without stepping on
someone's wares.
Everywhere I went in Vinh
Long, the people - like those in
Hue-wanted to talk; they wanted to tell America something even
if America was only a passing
stranger.
Crossing a bridge, a soldier on
a Honda stopped me. "Excuse me,
Sir, are you an American?" he
asked. "Do you have time to talk
with me?" I said I did. His name
was Do Dinh Tri. He was in the
popular forces, the civilian militia.
SINCE THE Tet offensive, he
had been worried. His city had
been largely destroyed. The government propaganda about the
great victory seemed to be untrue.
He wanted to know whether I
thought the Communists would
win.
I told him I thought that most

likely a compromise would be
reached which would give the
Communists a share of the power.
He was a Roman Catholic. Would
they let him practice his religion?
(I said probably yes.) Would they
take his money or property. (I
said probably not.)
I told him I believed the future
of Viet Nam was uncertain but
that regardless of who runs the
government, things would be better off if there was peace, even a
Communist peace. He did not disagree.
ANOTHER soldier, an ARVN
lieutenant, told me, "We are all
Vietnamese. We should not be
fighting. We all want peace."
Then he complained about the
lack of contact between the government in Saigon and the countryside. "We don't even know our
government," he said.
Later an old woman raised an
accusing finger at my white ·face
and charged me with being a pilot. I protested that I was a journalist. She was undaunted. "No.

You fly airplanes. You throw
bombs.. I know. You very bad. You
stop," she said, shaking her fist at
me. (I couldn't have been a pilot.
Pilots are separated! :lirom the
Vietnamese peopfe to' avoid such
incidents.}
A little further down the street
I came across: a cement dealer
who was supervising the reconstruction of his combination house
and store. He had lived there since
1939 but: now was practic:Dlly
wiped ou.t. His building wag gutted. He had lost 30,000i000: pias;..
tres.
"Will I have to, rebuild! again!
Will the Americans burn my
house down again'!· When. will it
stop~ When will you go home'!'
THE POLITICAL situation in
Viet Nam is changing, but the
government is not changing with
it. The people are· asking themselves whether or not they could
accommodate themselves: to· a
Communist regime. Many are deciding they can, but the government still refuses to consider even
a coalition.
The Tet offensive caused! the
long harbored doubts of the Vietnamese people ta> surf:ace. They
are now, for the first time, being
expressed openly.
T h e Vietnamese people are
tired of war. Many are afraid of
the NLF, primarily because they
are inundated with propagand·a
from the ubiquitous soundtrucks,
the bulletin boards, and banners,
the endless streams of slogans on
television (subsidized by the U.S.
government), or radio, and at the
movies.
SOME ARE frightened because

You DID,
... J WENf

The UNM Las Campanas will
play host this weekend to 111. regional conference of representatives from six. junior women's
honoraries in Ari=na,. California, Colorado, and NI!!W Mexico.
The purpose of the conference
ilf to discuss the pou:ibility of
forming a nationai junior womerrs. honor organi:nttiiln and to
exchange ideas and programs.
Delegates from six schools will
arrive this afternoon. A barbecue planned
and get-acquainted
session
are
tonight. Workshops
and discussion sessions are scheduled tomorrow, and the meet will
conclude with a tour of Oid Town
and dfuner at La Pfacita: tomorrow night.

ifDJJIXlG·.

SJILOON

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Nifely to
Don, and' the Dons
Matinee Saturday 3 to' 6 p.m.
Ladies Cocktail Hour 5-7 p.m.
Nitely- 25 cents per giCiss.
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only-~

one time
used Gibson played on Sunday by lady
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school teacher.
200 Centrl11 S.E.
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ervmg Tas Mexican
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
H
11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079
.
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Women's

SANDALS
Several Styles to choose from.
Large Color selection.
Sizes 4 to 10

2.97

Dard~:.

D!ttberner, president of
the UNM chapter of La:.> C:>.mpanas, and Lynne Harmon, regional
coordinator from New Mexico
State, are in charge of the conferenee.
Scllools participating are Mt.
San Antonio College, Walnut,
Calif.; Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff; the University of
Arixona, Tucson; Denver University; Highlands University; New
Mexico State; and UNM.
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All Campus Talent Show
Sponsored by UNM Program Directorate and the Fiesta Committee

May 8
7:00 p.m.- S.U.B. Ballroom
Auditions April 30

for

guitar city
~·········

a double canopy, invisible by air,
ana impcnatrnble.
The Americans stayed in their
self-contained camp with its bar,
card tables, slot machines, and
nightly movies.

Winner Will Compete

......................l

YESf~;:g .....

of bad personal experiences with
the NLF. And, of course, the most
frightened of all are the Catholics
whose anti-Communism is religious. in both the broad and the limited sense.
But now everywhere there are
those who in spite of the propaganda are less afraid of NLF
control than of continued warfare. They love Viet Nam and
they do not want to see the destruction continue.
The southernmost city in Viet
Nam, before the Gulf of Siam and
the South China sea merge, is Ca
Mau.
THE AMERICAN base at Ca
Mau is small. Throughout the delta the Americans are still playing
an advisory role with the fighting
left to the ARVN.
The delta is traditionally an
NLF stronghold. The ARVN does
not challenge that role and quickly reaches an unspoken accord
with the NLF. With both parties
playing passive roles with respect
to one another, the NLF has become the de facto government
throughout much of the area.
(Long Xuyen is one such place, I
am told.) ARVN's role seems to
be to hold its enclaves.
CA MAU looked like a VC
town. I did not see any draft-age
men. Children yelled "Ong My"
(American Man) as I passed by
and the people would stare, silently, from the backs of their
houses.
Some of the young boys threw
things and one fat little kid persisted in throwing his weight
against the back of my legs in an
effort to topple me. I even saw

what I'm almost sure was an
NLF flag carried concealed under
the arms of an ARVN soldier.
Ca Mau had been an NLF rest
area. But now they had moved to
a nearby mangrove swamp under

Las Campanas Conference Opens Here

Used Guitars-AU Make·s
Home of Honest Bob''s,
Used Guitar Lot

THE

Page5
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$500

in the statewide

Fiesta Sponsored Talent Show
May 16
Thursday Night 7:30 on the Mall
Deadline for application Monday, April 29
Call Activity Center Secretary
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Leigh Feels Strain as U. Nine Opens.. ~~~~~~!!!
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Young, Utah, and Wyoming are buquerque last night.
No one in the ~tate of New in the northern division.
COACH LEIGH has come up
Mexico feels the strain of this
Leigh said the conference was with consistent pitching performWeekend's three-game series with divided before he came to UNM ances and clutch hitting over the
forbethe
seasonofand
that the
and the
the Arizona State Sun Devils was
that reason
it would
too division
expen- come
thefigures
ASU series
willoutbe
more than Lobo baseball coach sive to travel from Tucson to in the hands of his pitching staff.
Bob Leigh.
Provo, from Albuquerque to Salt
Friday's series-opener will be a
Leigh will pit his team against Lake City, or any other combin- rematch between UNM's ace
the defending national .champion ation of northern and southern Ralph Sallee and ASU's Jeff
Sun Devils in a series that could division cities.
Pentland. Sallee has posted a 7-1
make or break the conference
"As far as I'm concerned, it's record for the Lobos and his only
race for both teams. A single a poor way to run a conference," loss was Pentland's in a 3-2 game
game will be played today at 3 Leigh said.
in Tempe. Sallee shut out the
p.m. with a doubleheader beginA SWEEP OF this weekend's Arizona Wildcats last weekend on
ning at 1 p.m. schedu1ed for to- series could be important for New seven well-spaced hits and now
morrow.
Mexico in another aspect, name- has an earned-run-average of 2.13
"WE ABSOLUTELY have to ly national rankings. The Lobos with 86 strikeouts to his credit.
win all three games with ASU were ranked ninth in the country
IN SATURDAY'S twinbill,
to stay alive in the conference. among major collegiate baseball Leigh will go with Bob McAulay
Two victories won't do us much powers this week by Collegiate (6-1) against ASU's Larry Gura
good right now because if we tie Baseball, and a sweep could knock (3-2). This pitching duel will alwith either one of the Arizonas Arizona State out of its third so be a rematch but neither can
in the southern division, we spot.
claim a victory over the othe~ J?E!·

c~use bo~h tfa:Ve fi w~y eeting
pitchers m . e1~ rs .m
'as
280

and is followed by Jim Palmer at
363 and Greg With at .328. PalNew M«;JC~C~ lSt b:SttJng • Mike ~er leads the team in RBI's with
a team hw~t t~lsl
ste:;Pa~f the 26 and doubles with eight.
MM~c~La~u~g~m~s~J~o~n~~~~=~-=-==....::.------'------

1
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Injuries Plague Tempe- Bound Lobo Tracksters
in_jury-~eakened
~n
Athe~~lc

strai~ht

An
Lobo track
dual meets. after an
team Will be
Tempe tomorrow ?Pemng:day loss to Ar1zona State
to compete m. the seven-team m a. triangular at
New
Western
Conference. Re- Mexico beat
Umvers1ty of
on the Anzona State Umver- Colorado,
sity campus.
State, and Abllene
and
Hugh Hackett indicated the only remaining _date on its
week th?t quarter. dual meet
IS a May 4
ea.rher
mller J1m Smger, spr1'!ter Ivory enc.ount~r wtth. Texas-El Paso at
Moore, and hurdler .M.Ike. Jones Umvers1ty Sad1~m.
had been slowed by IDJUrles and
Relay events m the WAC meet
would not be able to make the will be the 440, 880 , mile, twotrip to Tempe. Hackett was not mile, distance medley, and shuttle
available for comment yesterday. hurdles. Open running events will
The Lobos have won four b th · t
d" t h dl
d
e
e m erme Ia e ur es an

l~ys
C~ac~
~n th~

T~mpe:
~he
A~1zona, .O~lahoma

Chrtst~an,
~chedule

Nilsson Seeking Spot
In '68 Olympic Games

th.e three-mile run. Field events 10) in the high jump; NCAA
will
the. shot put, javelin, dis- champion Art Baxter (49-2:V,.) in
cu_s,
JUmp, long jump, and the triple jump; Ervin Jarros
triple JUmp.
(177'\4) and Mike Jeffrey (176-6)
Teams from Brigham Young
in the discus, and Ake Nilsson
Wyoming Arizona UTEP and in the javelin Jarros will also be
host Ari;ona
will b: rep- entered in
shot put.
resented in the relays. Utah will
Nilsson, the Lobos' only eligible
be the only conference team mis- Swedish Olympian, set a school
sing from the competition.
record a ainst CU with a throw
.
.
.
Tmgley Coliseum was the s1te of ~574 ~. N1lsson IS !ast ~eof. the first all-WAC track _meet commg th~ top attractiOn "?th
th1s season and the Artz~na Ne'; Mex1co tr~ck fans. NilsState meet could be a prev1ew son s record-settmg throw was
of things to come in the WAC the fourth-best toss in the nachampionships in Laramie May tion this year.
17-18. New Mexico won comfort- r:;;;;::::=::=::=~:.=::=::=::=::=::=::=
1
ably in the WAC Indoor at Tingley, but BYU is still favored to
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
take away the title that New
and CLEANING
Mexico has held for four straight
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
years.
and laundry

b~
h1~h

Stat~

th~

f

New Mexico will have some
top performers at Tempe in the
field events with Phil Kastens (6-

Henrys.

.

Sti,Jdel.tslll
Downlowu for G IIKtw
or shopping? Eat at

OPfN ·24 HOURS

Open 8 AM-8 PM
Counoelor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

105 Central N.W.

10 b 0

has what you're hungry for

MENS SHOP

AIIEIICA'S GREATEST VALUE-MOST POPUlAR MENU
100% l'llre Beef Hamburcer 18¢
Dtluxe Burpr .. .. .. . •.. • 32'
Double Bur1er .. ••.. •.. .. 35,
Bla Henry .. • • . .. 50fl!
Creaiij"Cheeseburrer .. .. • 25,
Deluxe Cheesebu11er •• .. • 31t
Double Cheesebu11er . • .. . 4Si
Double Dtluxe Cheesehurcer 59i
Hot fish Sandwich .. .. .. • 291
TASTE·E·MEAL
CIUCk£11 DINNERS
6 Piece 'Dinner .......... $1.49
9 Pi~ Dinner ...... : ••• $2.19
12 Piece l);nner .......... $2.89
15 Pi~ Dinner .......... $3.64

.

Hackett will have Baxter,
Roosevelt
Williams,
George
Loughridge, and Harold Bailey
in the 480 shuttle-hurdle relay
with Rene Matison running the
440 and Adrian DeWindt the mile.
Hackett is undecided about entries in the other events.

H.ol Do& •.. . • .. •.. • .. .. • 254
Shrimp Boat ••.. ••• •• ••• 791
II Pound Shrimp ....... $1.19
I Pound Shrimp ....... $2.09

2120 Central S.E.

fren~h

fries ............ , 151
rnes lor four (\! Pound) ·421
_fries for Ei&ht (I Poun~) 791
3 Piea Chicken Dinner.... 791
BEVERAGES
Pepsi or Coke-Oran&eR()()I Beer- Grape .... 101·151
Colfeo ................ 121·171
Milk .................... 15'
Milk Sh~kes .............. 25i

243-6954

New Supply
Traditional

Sta-Prest

For a wide variety of your favorite foodsall prepared freshly for you- it's Henry's

•.• home of America's most popular menu.

THE THREE-GAME clash between the UNM
baseball team and Arizona State University this
weekend will prove an individual battle between
two strong batters in Dave Grangaard, an Albuquerque Sun, and Mike McLaughlin, the Lobos
top hitter. Grangaard (left) leads the Sun Devils
in extra-base hits with 13 and carries a .316 batting average with 22 runs batted in. McLaughlin
won't have a playoff right,"
Leigh said.
Conference rules stipulate that
if two teams tie for the title, the
team with the most victories over
the other automatically earns the
right to meet the northern division champion in the conference
playoff.
THE WESTERN Athletic Conference is divided into two divisions in baseball because of travel-expense reasons. ASU, Arizona, and New Mexico are in the
Southern Division and Brigham

boasts· a .379 average with 50 hits and 17 runs
batted in. The Lobos, 3-3 in Western Athletic
Conference play, face a very strong Arizona State
team this weekend. Both UNM and ASU feature
fast, strong hitting teams and the difference
could come from the strong bats of either McLaughlin or Grangaard.

Henrlls

IIMd ror ll~nr_u'•· ••
home of Amerlca'•
mast popular m~nu

4 Locations
1916 Central S.E.
5<101 Gibson S.E.

243-2322
1716 Eubank N.E.

@

"He will prove to be one of the
finest and most exciting javelin
throwers in the nation," says head
track coach Hugh Hackett of Ake
Nilsson, UNM's already exciting
and record-holding thrower.
Hackett found out about the
Swedish contingent of track stars
now attending UNM through Tom
Ecker, a track coach who visited
Sweden and recruited the athletes.
Ake, who is the only one of the
four Swedes eligible for WAC
competition this season, was delighted with the prospect of coming to the United States, studying, and working toward the 1968
Mexico Olympics.
NILSSON was born in Bolinas,
Sweden, and was raised and went
to school in Gavle; the name is al·
most a swear word in Swedish,
and is, by coincidence, pronounced
like javelin.
The college program in Sweden,
Nilsson says, "Is not anything
like the University here. It is like
one big high school and we attend
only one class-involving all our
studies-a day.''
Now on a UNM scholarship,
Ake says he likes the school and
is planning to return next year.
"There are no athletic scholarships in Sweden. We have athletic clubs that sponsor us and
they give us equipment much like
the U.S. professional golfers' contracts with large companies," Ake
explains.
AKE works out five or six days

The Sun Devils were the top
team in the nation two weeks ago
but a couple of less-than-impressive wins over the University of
Albuquerque dropped them behind
Florida State and Stanford in the
bi-weekly poll.
Arizona State invades Albuquerque with a 29-8 record and
a league-leading 3-0 mark. All
three of its victories came at the
expense of the Lobos in Tempe
three weeks ago. The Sun Devils
were scheduled to play a single
game with the University of AI-

Now At A New Location ·
Twenty models to choose from. With exciting new performance
-exciting new features- exciting new styles. There's a Yamaha
Exciter to meet every wish and wallet- for street, scrambles or
trail. Come in and ride out with one of these thoroughbreds
today.And
on your kind
of terms!

The beauty embraced in a rose
Is oft rhapsodized in quaint prose.
But the beauty in beer
Is only made clear
In Schlitz, as everyone knows.

•
..:,.
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION • SINCE 1887

.

/Jo.~

4724 Menaul Blvd. NE

-

/i

YAMAHA SALES

Phone

~~-0237

0 1960 Jot ScMitz

Mihnuhtand otl!et

cities,

-®

Tennis Shoes

RECORD-BREAIBNG form of Swedish Olympics hopeful Ake Nilsson has been very helpful to the UNM track team this season. Ake
thinks he needs to work on his form and strength in hopes of adding
distance to his tosses. He must throw 265 feet to qualify for the 1968
Olympics, and his 257•foot throw shown here is not far from his goal.
The track team will leave for Tempe, Arizona, today for the next
meet.

Clean clothes •••
• •• last longer!
For Professional
DRY CLEANING

call 243·5671 today!

a week, throwing, working with
weights especially planned to help
his throwing, and running.
"There are," Nilsson says,
"some things about UNM that I
dislike. "I think that track athletes should get a training-table
food program like football and
basketball players. Without special protein tablets I would not be
able to keep my weight up with
the food here."
Ake, who lives in Alvarado
Hall, is disappointed with the
cafeteria food.
THE FOUR Swedes here at
UNM are not the only Mexicobound athletes from Sweden now
working out in the United States.
"There are about 15 of us now in
the U.S. and everyone very much
•
likes it," he says.
Ake has already broken the
school record in the javelin event
this year with a 257-4% toss,

Limited Supply
Sizes 7-12

Waist Sizes
29·36

Lengths
28·34

Now Reduced

Y2

$4.00 - $4.50

OFF

OKIE JOE'S ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Lounge

Package

Lunch and Supper

Wine-Beer

Dancing

Liquors

Meet Your Friends

Keg Beer

at

For

0/c.ie Joe's

Parties

247-8626·
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WANT ADS

PERSONALS
SPEND SUMMER ~'REE at a pilar ranch.
ero Unimproved but pi~turesque adobe
holise, artistic setting, with trout lake.

No pay and no work-turn water on and

off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New Mex·
MOUNTAIN HOME. June 16·AU!;l!St 3d.
Somewhat primitive. No rent m ex·
change care pets while owners on yaca..
tion. P.O. 351, Grants, New Mex1co.
POETRY WANTED for Poetry A'!thology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 643 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117. '
HERE'S TO YOU, Marilyn Doherty,
Jesus loves you more than you wiU
know.
4/26
REWARD FOR INFORMATION conceroing 1964 Triumph light bl'!e motor·
cycle stolen from 1806 Mesa VISta. Ave.
NE between 10 & 10 :45 p.m., April 23,
1968. 842-1353. John Halland.
5/2
FOR SALE
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNM area)·
It's a world of its own I Rustic, charming, with patios and gardens, yo~'!! be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, dtnmgroom Mexican tile bathroom. perfect
for ~ couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. CairdNorris Realty.
4x
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Completely reconditioned. ~ove. in and enjoy a full summer of S\VJmmmg and next
winter- you'll enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the charm of the lar~e
rooms. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norr1s
265-8571 and evenings 255-6852.
IT SPARKLES inside or out, here's the
best kept 3 bdrm. home, tastefully carpeted a fireplace and kitchen with
dish~her, disposal, and ~arge cover~
patio. If you're just starting out. th~s
home is not far from UNM, tenniS
club and shopping. At $15,500, it's a
winner! Call Sam Cooper. 265-8571,
evenings & weekends. 842-8202.
5/1
1966 SUZUKI X-6, 250cc, 3000 mi. Runs
like new. $500. Call 268-9402.
5/1
1964 ALFA ROMERO, Spyder Conv.
1600ce. 50,000 mi. $800. Call 268-9402.
5/1
FOR SALE: Yamaha 80cc. Excellent
condition, includ~ helmet and manual.
$150.00. Call 277-4878 or sec at 801
Coal SE. Apt. 8.
4/29
FOR SALE: 191i9 Fiat 1.190, 4 dr. S"'!an,
Good mechanical cond1tlon, econom1ca1,
$195.00 or make offer. Call Prof. Cox
at 277-4939 or 298-7232.
5/2

Dr. Nash N.ame,d P~.ofessor of Month .

FOR RENT

NEW VARSITY HOU~E at 1,41 Colum~~
SE. Deluxe furn. umts--.twu~ . C!-r dou
beds. $115·120 including utJUtles. 2428080.
SECLUDED HOUSE on farm i~ South
Valley, 15 min. from UNM, nvallab1e to
sublet .June 10, 1968 thru Aug. 31, 1969.
Call877-9841 or 277-2405.
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
a suit of Sp.anish armor. These one
bedroom furmshed adobe apfB. arc R
swinging way of life.. Call Sam 0 ooper,
265·8664 or see Mrs ..Humble. at above
address weekends. Ca!rd·NorrlS Realty.
5/1
HELP WANTED
WANTED : An attractive single girl to
cook evening weekday mea1s Hon ...Frf.
andMSl PeiU~ h~N:
uRenumerations-meals
interested call Carlo
aue ,
1868.
BA MAJORS: Get valuable .experience .in
direct selling while earnmg good 1 ~'"
come. Start now, part-time,_ to
mize full-time summer earmngs.
..
khown
long
established
company,
scholamhip benefits. Call 296·198)!, 5 to
9 p.m. before April 30 for appomtmcnt
or information.
4/29

'Wcll"'

SERVICES
8 WIMMING PARTIES--or jus~ P)ain
parties. Facilities include smmm1~,
dancing, Bar·B-Q, volley ball etc.Lif.
midnight 10 to 500 persons.
. e
Guards Provided. Thunderbird SwJmGym. 247-9677.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs, experi.ence for
students at Univ. North Car!'lina. Ex·
ccllent accuracy. Straight typmgf (~
papers etc.) 85e per pag~ou
paper. Paper furnished at one
a
sheet. Prefer you call Toe. or
urs.
nights. 242-9451.
liELP IN WRITING paper by widely
knowledgeable professional writer, In
English History, Psychology, L•~ture. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE.
•
6837. 8-8 :30 a.m., 10 :30-11 p.m.
5/2

urilB
':ih

TYPING WANTED: 10 years' experie'!ee
technical typing. 35e per page, 364;2"6th
paper. Call anytime 298-8641.
LOST&FOUND
$20 REWARD for return of tools from
behin~ Biology Bldg. onF M~~;5· ~g
1
questiOns asked. Marten ry.
St. NW. 242-7058.
5/1
REWARD OFFERED: Blae and White
scar£ with pictures of ships.. On campus between Bandelier and Library.
255~845.
5/2
$50.00 REWARD for lost dog. Irish S~t
ter male mahogany color, 65 lbs. Wdlia,;. .J. 'Wogner, 299-7814.
5/2
MISCELLANEOUS
EL DIA GRANDE Saturday, April 27 at
Maseum of Albuquerque, Yale SE at
the Sunport. Used Book Sale (T~
Books Best Sellers, Medical ClasSic,
''Hand Book of Human Anatomy"') and
Bake Sale.
4/26

'
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-------STILL------The greatest high adventure
ever filmed!

Dr. Gerald Nash of the history
department has been named the
April professor of the month by
Las Campanas.
Dr. Nash received his Ph.D.,
from the University of California
at Berkeley. Be has taught at
Stanford Harvard, Northern Illinois, the University of C!'lifo:nia, and several other umverSlties•.
A professional historian, Dr.
Nash says he likes to ~h a~d
do research. His s~lty .1s
twentieth century AmerJcan history.
The professor says he likes
New Mexico, Albuquerque, and
the students at UNM. "Students
here seem more friendly, wellmannered and cooperative than
' some other sch oo,s,
, ,
students at
Dr. Nash believes. Be adds that
UNM provides a good extracurricular program.
He is concerned about the
large number of students who
drop out of college.
"Too many freshmen are not

Diving Instruction

New Scuba Class
To Start May 14
Scuba-diving instruction classes will be taught next month by
the New Mexico Association of
Underwater Instructors (NMAUI). Any member of the University community is eligible.
Classes will be taught at ~e
Valley high school pool begmning May 14 at '1 p.m. Cost for
the instruction is $25 for members of the NMAUI and $30 for
non-members.
Application forms may be filled
out at Cook's Winrock store. The
classes will last six to eight
weeks, with three sessions each
week, on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Sunday evenings. Students must
attend only one weekly session.
Minimum age for scuba students is 14. All equipment except
masks, snorkels, and iins will be
provided.
Students completing the course
will be certified by the NMAUI.

ady :for oollege.;" Dr. Nash :says.
He believ:es most freshmen would
do ibetter if they were to go to a
Junior •college ,:first. :and then
transfer ito :a unw.ers•ty.
'The historian~:s philosophy .of
education iinvo1ves g.uidance that
,.,Ma"'1es :students to :educate them·~ ,.,
:selves.

Dr. Nash started. ,the un?erd t program m American
at UNM in 1962 and
has been its undergraduate advisor since then.
b
Besides teaching, he has pu lished several books and a~tlcles
d is vice president of Ph1 Beta
an
.
.. .
Kappa.

:::d::tse
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Saturday Class Elimination
Requested of Departments

All department chairmen have
been requested to schedule 75minute classes next semester to
eliminate Saturday meetings, and
freshman group-requirement sections will be planned to avoid as
many conflicts as possible.
"Beginning with the 1968 fall
semester, departments are asked
to schedule all classes using the
following days and times: Monday, Wednesday, Friday classes
to start on the half-hour; Tues-

day, Thursday, or Saturday
classes to start at 7:30, 9, 10:30,
12, 1:30, 3, and 4:30," says a
message released last week by
K. Lance Woodliff, director of
registration.
DEPARTMENTS are also asked to "make a serious effort to
avoid scheduling single-section offerings during the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps drill period" on Tuesday from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m.

Governor Outlines
State's Problems
New Mexico Governor David F.
Cargo, speaking on the Mall Friday afternoon, called for a constitutional convention to "modernize" state government.
"State government can be an af.
firmative, viable force in society,
or it can be an act of futility,"
said the Republican candidate for
re-election in November's ballotin g.
CARGO SPOKE briefly and
then responded to questions from
the audience of about 150 students. The hour-long appearance
was marred by blowing dust and
winds that echoed through the
microphone producing a roaring
sound tbut at times was louder
than the governor's voice.
The state's education situation
was the focus of many questions.
"Something is going to have to
be done fairly soon to solve these
problems, but I don't know what
will be done," he said.
"Something's wrong when seven
out of eight kids entering the
eighth grade in Mora county drop
out before the 11th grade," he remarked. "It's not enough for the
citizens to sit back and say, 'We
want better education,' but not do
anything about it or take the responsibility."
"WE MUST understand that
we need to fear ignorance more
than increased taxation," he said.
Cargo charged that the inadequate facilities in many schools
are the result of improper handling of funds. Mora c?unty receives as much state a1d for education as the wealthier counties
which could provide the funds
themselves, he said,
"Money in the current operating funds should be used for

teachers' salaries," he said. Cargo
said that $1.5 million of state
funds has been spent for capital
improvement in recent years. This
money should be raised by bond
elections, he said.
CARGO PROPOSED setting
up a cabinet post in state government
to
administer
the
schools. "You should not have to
vie for a position of responsibility,'' he said. "State school board
members are elected-! have no
control over them."
Most members of the state legislature oppose n special session
to consider school financing, and
"A special session could become
an exercise in futility," Cargo
said.
He said he was opposed to the
increase in out-of-state tuition
passed by the legislature in January, but that he did not want to
veto the entire $300,000 appropriation for higher education.
"INDUSTRY in New Mexico
is in an unhealthy situation," the
governor said. Only five per cent
of the state's total income is from
industry, and 30 per cent comes
from the government "at various
levels," he said.
"We need all the industry we
can get, but it takes several years
to get an operation started and
it doesn't pay off immediately."
(Continued on page 8)

Departments have the option
of scheduling classes on Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday, or only
on Tuesday and Thursday. Attendance in Saturday classes has
traditionally been low, and departments have had some difficulty finding professors to teach on
weekends.
No Saturday classes are scheduled for this summer session.
"ON THE WHOLE, the faculty
does not want to teach on Saturdays, Woodliff said Friday.
The scheduling formula proposed by Woodliff suggests that
one- and two-credit lecture
courses be scheduled at 8 a.m.,
12:30, and 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday
and Thursday. Three-hour classes
which meet twice a week for 75minute periods must be scheduled on this Tuesday-Thursday
pattern.
Four-credit lecture offerings
should be scheduled on the Mon.
day, Tuesday, Thursday, or the
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday pattern, Woodliff said.
FIVE-HOUR courses will be
planned for Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday for 50minute periods.
"UNM was formerly a five-anda-half day campus," Woodliff said
Friday.
"Available classroom
space had much to do with this
system, but we feel that we can
get the same amount of classes
under the new block scheduling
system," he said.
WOODLIFF explains that, under this semester's program, 75minute classes ended at 45 minutes past the hour, leaving classrooms empty until the half-hour,
because University regulations
require that classes may begin
only on the half-hour. Under next
fall's plan, 75-minute classes will
end at 15 minutes past the hour.
"We have also asked department heads to fix schedules so
that group-requirement classes
will be spread around in the day
so that freshmen can take the
classes with fewer students,"
Woodliff said.
Fall-semester schedules should
be available to students by June
15, he said.

EVERYONE WAS doing their thing on the mall at UNM's first
gentle Friday last week. The sun cooperated with hundreds of friendly
students and teachers who wandered around the mall or sat in the rays
while others passed out, balloons or played q~ietly on g~itars or, as one
student on an autoharp. This fellow couldn t play an mstrument, _but
he offered balloons and made friends with anyone who had a bttle
something to eat. (Photo by Pawley)

Support Radicals

Revo\ut:ions Are Needed
Says Princeton Teacher .,..
By HARVEY SHAPIRO
PRINCETON (CPS) - The
United States should •:rec~gnize
revolution not only as mev1table
but as desirable," a Princ~ton
professor ~ld an _American
Friends Service Committee conference two weeks ago.
History professor Cyril E.
Black said, "The United States
should again become revolutionary and support the radical revolutions that are needed." Black
was one of some 50 academics and
radical activists who participated
in the conference on "The United States in a Revolutionary
World."

5 V2 Hour Meeting

RHC Endorses 12
For Senate Race

Placement Tests Set

Corps Volunteers
On UNM Campus
Returned Peace Corps volunteers will be recruiting on the
UNM campus this week from 8: 30
a.m. until 7 p.m. at the Placement Center.
The Peace Corps placement test,
30 minutes long, will be administered there Wednesday through
Friday at 12, 3, .and 6 l!.m. An
additional test Will be given • on
Saturday at 10 a.m. Persons WIB~·
ing to take the test must turn m
a completed information fonn,
available at the Placement Cen~

te~here will be fo?r P~ace ~orps
personnel conductmg mtervlews,
Kats Nishimoto, who has .worked
. Colombia in Commumty De~~lopment· Marilyn Nosse, Venezuela Co~munity Development:
Janei~e McConnell, Peru, Community Development: and Jack ,Colbert, Borneo, Rural Educatton.

The three day conference was
held at Princton's Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, which joined the
Friends as sponsors.
As the discussion ranged across
the various international and domestic issues confronting the
United States, most of the participants in the conference pushed for the notion that the U.S.
had become a reactionary force in
the world.
Professor Edgar Z. Friedenberg of the State University of
New' York at Buffalo, said, "Starting from our cultural roots, I
don't think the democratic process
in this country can lead to treating other people, especially colored
people, with any respect."
(Continued on page 8)
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SPEAKING ON the Mall Friday afternoon,
Governor David F. Cargo called for a constitu·
tiona! convention to "modernize" state govern·
mcnt. Cargo also said that ~'!m~thing must. be
done about the educational cr1s1s m New M;ex1co.
"We must understand that we need to fear 1gnor-
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ance more than increased taxation." He sug~t;,sted
that a new cabinet post be set up to adm1mster
the s~hools. The governor said that he supports
lowering the voting age to 18 because of the
higher educational background of young people
today. (Photo by Pawley)

Residence Halls Council endorsed twelve ASUNM senatorial
candidates early Friday morning
after a five and a half hour meeting. Jim Dines and Ron Curry
were also endorsed as presidential and vice-presidential candidates respectively.
Endorsed were Lou Stonn,
·....~
Nick Watrin, Steve van Dresse.,•
Leonard De L,.yo, Toni Olmi, and
Joe Alarid.
Others include Patsy Benton,
Linda Wilson, Valerie Whiting,
Teri Johnson, Lee Pittard, and
Charles Seras.
Each of the senatorial candidates was allowed to speak before
the closed meeting for four minutes and to answer any questions
within another minute.
Interviews beginning with presidential candidates and ending
with the senatorial ,ohes took over
three hours.
Alvarado Hall has announced
that it will endorse all candidates
favored by the Residence Halls
Council.
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